No systematic strategy has been reported to manage these three types of uncertainties, abbreviated as RPM, concurrently to achieve better understanding of nano fabrication processes. Previously, we developed cross-domain model building and validation (CDMV) approach to handle large physical and measurement (PM) uncertainties in nano fabrication process modeling. In this paper, we propose to prioritize RPM uncertainties and to incorporate the analysis of run variations into process modeling. Under a Bayesian hierarchical framework, this new strategy will first handle PM uncertainties at the basic level to identify a model structure using CDMV approach. The rationale is that the uncertainty due to experimental runs should not fundamentally change the process physics or the model structure, but impacts on the model parameters. At a lower hierarchy, process model parameters varying or invariant to runs are treated as random effects or fixed effects to be identified respectively. Demonstrated in a nanowire growth process example, the new strategy not only assists to establish an improved process model, but also to uncover the variation sources contributing to large run variations. The obtained physical insights can guide further process investigation. Note to practitioners: experimental investigation of nanofabrication processes often encounters large uncertainties due to a lack of conclusive understanding of process physics, measurement noise, and variability among experimental runs. Trial-and-error strategy is commonly adopted under this scenario to explore the process physics with little guidance, resulting in increased cost of experimentation or fabrication. This paper presents an alternative strategy to make more efficient use of data to manage large RPM uncertainties and achieve better process understandings for process improvement.
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Abstract-The bottom-up fabrication of nanostructures can simultaneously face large uncertainties from experimental runs (R), physical understanding (P), and measurement (M).
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I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE uncertainties can commonly be observed in nano experimentation or in the early stage of nanomanufacturing process development. The uncertainties can be attributed to limited or inconclusive physical knowledge (P), measurement noise or lack of measurement data (M), or variations among experimental runs (R). The outcomes from different runs can vary greatly even under the same process settings because of limited equipment control of actual growth environments such as the temperature distribution or gas flow pattern within the growth chambers. Abbreviated as RPM, these three types of uncertainties add significant challenges to the understanding of the process physics for experimenting or manufacturing new nanostructures. Currently no systematic strategy has been reported to manage RPM uncertainties simultaneously. This leads to increased experimental cost due to the lack of guidance to manage uncertainties.
Related work:
The existing literature to uncover process physics of nanostructure growth, as reviewed in [1] , can be roughly categorized into three main groups: physical modeling, statistical modeling, and physical-statistical modeling of growth processes. These modeling approaches require low physical (P) uncertainty for physical modeling, low measurement (M) uncertainty for statistical modeling, or moderate PM uncertainties for physical-statistical modeling, respectively. In facing of large PM uncertainties, we propose in [2] a CrossDomain Model Building and Validation (CDMV) scheme, where the process model is derived from physical and statistical domains, respectively. The identified common model structure across two domains reinforces the model selection under large PM uncertainties. However, the CDMV approach in [2] does not consider the variation among nano experimental runs. Most nanomanufacturing modeling literatures [3] - [6] focus on the characterization of the general growth trend, with a few works on fine-scale growth variabilities within a single run [7] - [9] .
On the other hand, variation among runs has been investigated in medical and ecological settings where variabilities among human/plant/animal subjects posed similar challenges [10] - [13] . For instance, pharmacokinetics studied the drug concentration and its time-varying characteristics corresponds to our aim of understanding nanostructure growth processes. The variations among different human subjects in pharmacokinetics also corresponds to uncertainties among nano experimental runs. The methodology predominantly applied to medical and ecological studies is mixed-effect modeling [14] - [17] . Yet mixed-effect modeling alone, as to be discussed in Section II, is insufficient to handle the large PM uncertainties in nanomanufacturing. There is need of a strategy to jointly manage large RPM uncertainties, particularly for nano experimentation or in the early stage of nanomanufacturing process development.
In this work we aim to fill the gap by jointly considering large RPM uncertainties. Following Introduction, we propose a strategy in Section II to prioritize and jointly consider RPM uncertainties. In Section III, we incorporate mixed-effect modeling into a Bayesian hierarchical CDMV framework and illustrate the approach in the silica nanowire growth process. Conclusion is given in Section IV.
II. STRATEGY TO CONCURRENTLY MANAGE LARGE RPM UNCERTAINTIES THROUGH PRIORITIZATION
The proposed strategy prioritizes RPM uncertainties by distinguishing their impacts on the understanding of process physics. Large PM uncertainties due to the lack of physical understanding and measurement noise have significant impacts on the identification of model structures and subsequent understanding of physical growth mechanisms. The variations among experimental runs, on the other hand, generally affect the accuracy of estimating the model parameters associated with specific physical mechanisms, but are not expected to change the model structures itself. This rationale leads us to handling PM uncertainties with higher priority in a hierarchical framework. At a lower hierarchy, the parameters of the identified model structure are treated as fixed effects if they do not change with runs, while those varying with runs are treated as random effects.
The CDMV approach developed in [2] addressed large PM uncertainties using the example of silica nanowire growth. For the purpose of clarity, we briefly summarize its basic idea. The existing physical knowledge only attributes the nanowire growth to the direct impingement of silicon vapor to the Si-Pd droplet at the top of the nanowire and source supply from nanowire side surface. The experimental data does not provide convincing support to competing hypotheses on growth mechanisms. The CDMV approach, using top impingement modeling as an example, first derives the rate of weight gain dW/dt proportional to the room left to gain extra, based on the physical knowledge that the growth rate is limited by the amount of catalyst left on the top of nanowires. In the statistical domain, the confined exponential model has been used to describe, e.g., how the population growth rate is limited by the resource left. Therefore, although large PM uncertainties exist, through cross-domain model validation by knowledge (not by data), we could adopt a confined exponential model structure to characterize the nanostructure growth contributed from the top impingement. Growth due to nanowire side surface can be derived accordingly and more details can be found in [2] .
With candidate model structures (e.g., confined exponential model for the top impingement process) identified by the CDMV approach, we incorporate the mixed-effect modeling to the existing CDMV framework in order to characterize the variation among experimental runs. As shown in Fig. 1 , if one model parameter remains practically the same among different runs, it is considered as a fixed effect. On the other hand, if one model parameter varies among different runs, one would assume that this parameter is sampled from an underlying distribution, thus it is called a random effect. Besides the ability to characterize the variabilities among different runs, mixed-effect modeling can help provide insights about the source of variations: one can uncover the underlying physical reasons for large variability by identifying proper random effects. For instance, Pinheiro and Bates [12] identified that heights of pine trees at age zero can be considered fixed while asymptotic heights and growth rate vary among different trees. Therefore, our proposed strategy is expected to address large RPM uncertainties concurrently. We will demonstrate this strategy in Section III using silica nanowire growth process studied in [2] .
As worthy of noting, there are extensive literature on "run-to-run control" based on feedback control theory [18] . Under large RPM uncertainties, however, there is no clearly defined set of process parameters that can be well controlled and optimized. Our issue of interest is more at an exploratory modeling stage for identifying potential physical processes responsible for large variations so as to improve parameter estimation and provide a better guideline for further experimental investigation.
III. INCORPORATING MIXED-EFFECT MODELING UNDER
A BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL CDMV FRAMEWORK In this Section, we will first introduce the multiple runs of silica nanowire experiments as an illustrating example. We will then briefly review the mixed-effect modeling and estimation methods and point out issues when applying mixed effects modeling to handling RPM uncertainties. A hierarchical CDMV framework incorporating mixed-effect modeling will be developed. Four exploratory models will be used to identify random effects followed by discussion of the physical implications. Finally, we will present the obtained hierarchical model and parameter estimation with comparison to CDMV model overlooking the variations among runs. 
A. Multiple Experimental Runs in Silica Nanowire Growth-A Motivating Example
We illustrate the strategy using a Pd-catalyzed silica nanowire growth process [19] , [20] . Due to large PM uncertainties, the previous study of the silica nanowire growth process lead to five candidate growth models under growth temperature of 1100 • C, and a heteroscedastic exponentiallinear model was chosen through model comparison [6] . Under growth temperature of 1050 • C, CDMV approach developed in [2] characterized the mean growth behaviors and identified the temperature dependence of the growth rate parameters. But the large experimental run variability under growth conditions 1050 • C was not modeled therein.
The experimental runs under 1100 • C with three replicates at specific times are more consistent among replicates, while the runs under 1050 • C reveal large variabilities [6] . The potential reason behind this inconsistency is that the experiments under 1100 • C were conducted at approximately the same time period while experimental runs under 1050 • C spread over one year period. To check the validity of this hypothesis, the observed data is divided into three runs based on the experimental dates. By tentatively fitting individual models (same parametric model as in [2] ) for each run, one can observe that the behaviors of growth process in different runs vary significantly (Fig. 2) . Without directly tackling the clear variation among three runs, our ability to uncover the process physics will be compromised.
B. Brief Review of Nonlinear Mixed-Effect Modeling
Mixed-effect modeling are generally used when there may be large variations in model parameters with different subjects/runs. A general nonlinear mixed-effect model for the jth experiment in the ith run (using notations in [17] ) can be formulated as:
where y ij is the response (e.g., nanowire weight growth in our study. We will illustrate the corresponding quantities whenever possible) for the jth experiment (each data point in Fig. 2 ) in the ith run (one of the three runs in Fig. 2 ), x ij is the predictor vector for the jth experiment in the ith run, f is a nonlinear function (e.g., the CDMV model) with parameters φ i and e ij is noise term which usually is assumed to follow an i.i.d normal distribution with zero mean. The parameter vector φ i (W 0 , W * , a * , a in our case) can vary with runs:
where for the ith run, β is a vector of fixed effects or population parameters and A i is its model matrix, b i is a vector of random effects and B i is its model matrix associated with run i, and D is covariance matrix. Different approaches have been proposed to estimate parameters in non-linear mixed-effect models, ranging from (restricted) maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to full Bayesian hierarchical treatment [17] , [21] - [24] . An extensive literature review can be found in [12] and [25] . Bayesian hierarchical approach can incorporate prior physical knowledge and constraints through prior distributions and the numerical convergence difficulties due to complex non-linearity in a MLE approach can be avoided. As a result, we propose to adopt a Bayesian hierarchical approach for the study of variations among nano experimental runs. The priors would come from previous overall estimation as well as domain knowledge of the growth process. Different choice of random effects would be tested and compared.
C. Model Re-Parameterization and Sensitivity Analysis to Facilitate Mixed-Effect Modeling and Identification
In order to reveal physical parameters sensitive to experimental runs, we perform model re-parametrization to the CDMV model developed in [2] . There are two sources contributing to the nanowire growth: the direct impingement of silicon vapor to the Si-Pd droplet at the top of the nanowire and source supply from nanowire side surface. The direct impingement of vapor Si particles are absorbed by the droplet formed of Pd catalyst and Si, then nucleate and contribute to the nanowire growth [26] , [27] . The rate for top growth is proportional to the catalyst left and becomes zero when it is used up. For the side growth, Si absorbed on the side face diffuses to the top and contributes to the length growth. The rate for side growth is more complicated to model as it changes for different scenarios, but in our case it is proportional to the current growth and stops due to space limitation. The CDMV strategy successfully includes both growth sources and identify their relationship with statistical growth models, namely, confined exponential growth model for top impingement and logistic growth model for the side growth, and cross-validate them. The final CDMV model for the predicted weight changê W is formulated with k(t) = exp((a + a * )(t + C)): In this model, a * and a are weight growth rate coefficients for top impingement and side absorption growth mechanisms, respectively, W * is maximum possible weight, and C is the negative of growth inflection time. As C is difficult to interpret physically, we re-parameterize it with initial value W 0 representing the initial weight when the growth temperature is reached:
(3) can be re-parameterize using W 0 instead of C as:
Taking
With re-parameterized model, each model parameter has a clear physical interpretation and by examining their variabilities among different runs, one can trace back to different physical processes.
Since it is not clear which parameter(s) is random effect, we can conduct sensitivity analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , we change one parameter at a time in the response model developed in [2] and plot the predicted responseŴ. As one may notice, the randomness in different physical parameters have different effects on the overall shape ofŴ curves. For example, if the maximum weight W * is the random effect, the growth curves for each run would tend to split apart when the growth saturates. Moreover, while the a * 's effects are most significant in the earlier growth stage, the effects of a and W 0 are clear for the whole growth period. As a result, if we can identify the responsible physical parameter(s) for the variation observed, we can further predict the growth behavior even if we don't have data for some growth periods.
D. Bayesian Hierarchical CDMV Modeling and Two-Stage Estimation of Mixed Effects
The hierarchical CDMV model would contain probability distribution of actual growth given mean growth function, mean growth function given model parameters in each run, distribution of model parameters in different runs and prior distributions. Those distribution are chosen based on the physical constraints. With the model structure, the most important modeling task is to determine which physical parameters should be modeled as random effects and which parameters should be modeled as fixed effects. There are generally two approaches for this modeling issue: one based on prior physical knowledge [24] and the other based on statistical analysis of the observed data [12] . As our purpose is to determine which physical parameter is responsible for the variabilities among runs, the first approach is unavailable to us. The statistical literatures on the choice of random or fixed effects, however, concentrate on the linear mixed model due to the potential complex interactions among parameters in non-linear models [28] - [30] . Pinheiro and Bates [31] proposed a method to determine random effects by first fitting a model with all effects as random and then check if there is rank deficiency in the estimated covariance matrix and thus identify potential fixed effects. This method, however, cannot be applied to the case with very limited amount of data due to ill-conditioned covariance matrix.
Due to the limitation of the both physical and statistical approaches in selecting random effects, we propose a twostage approach: fit a hierarchical CDMV model for each of W 0 , W * , a * and a first. More specifically, in each of those models, only one parameter is considered as a random effect among three runs. Then by inspecting the results from those models, we would be able to see which physical parameter is likely to be responsible for the among-runs variations. After checking the physical meanings of the selected parameter group, we will then build a model with the chosen random effects.
1) Stage 1 (Exploring Individual Parameters to Identify Random Effects):
We'll first demonstrate the construction of the model for initial weight W 0 being a random effect. The other three models are constructed in the similar fashion with only numerical setups and results presented.
When treating the initial weight as a random effect, the priors for other three parameters are based on the estimations of CDMV model without considering among-runs effects [2] . W 0 is assumed to follow a normal distribution among different runs. The prior for the mean of W 0 is chosen as uniform in the 95 percentile. Note that the weight change can be negative due to the loss of catalyst. The variance parameter σ W 0 is chosen as relatively non-informative due to our lack of prior knowledge. Symbolically, the hierarchical model can be written as:
To get the posterior distribution, we use Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation [32] with WinBUGS [33] to draw samples. Three chains with initial values sampled from prior distributions are used and first half of 10,000 runs is discarded as burn-in. We also use thinning rate 100 to reduce auto correlation. By checking the histograms (Fig. 4) and trace plots (Fig. 5) , we confirmed that good mixing had been achieved. The estimation results are shown in Table I .
The hierarchical model for maximum weight W * can be set up similarly with priors: The estimation results for maximum weight model are summarized in Table II . As the histograms and trace plot are similar to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , they are omitted here and afterwards.
The hierarchical model for top impingement rate a * is also set up similarly with priors (notice the priors for variance parameter corresponds to the scale of the parameter): The estimation results for top impingement rate model are summarized in Table III. The hierarchical model for side growth rate a is set up similarly with priors: The estimation results for side growth rate model are summarized in Table IV .
2) Stage 2 (Physical Interpretation and Final Model Building):
By comparing the estimation of μ θ and σ θ in Tables I-IV , we notice that growth rate variables a * and a show no significant differences among three runs, while initial • Physically, the rate parameters a * and a correspond with the growth temperature. The consistency among different runs suggests that either the growth temperature is precisely controlled or the growth rate is relatively insensitive to small temperature variation. In either case, there is little room to reduce the among-runs variation by controlling the temperature. • The initial weight W 0 depends on both the sample preparation and the temperature ramp-up before reaching the target growth temperature. The variation due to sample preparation should be further investigated for better control of the growth process.
• The maximum weight W * also depends on the sample preparation as the nucleation of catalyst would determine the number and size of nanowires. The large variabilities shown in W * offers opportunities in improving amongruns consistency by focusing on the sample preparation. Based on the discussion above, we propose the final hierarchical CDMV model with W 0 and W * being random effects:
a ∼ N 0.00318, 0.00167 2 , σ ∼ U(0.005, 10)
The estimation results are shown in Table V . The final model estimation shows the large among-runs variations in W 0 and W * which further confirms the results obtained in exploratory studies in Stage 1. Moreover, the MSE of the hierarchical CDMV model (use the mean of posterior distributions as parameter estimations) is 0.00131 which is only 11% of the old model without considering mixed effects. As shown by the residual plots as in Fig. 6 , the introduction of random effects results in residuals with no clear bias or other patterns compared to original CDMV model only handling large PM uncertainties.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study develops a new strategy to jointly consider large uncertainties due to limited or inconclusive physical knowledge (P), measurement noise or lack of measurement data (M), or variations among experimental runs (R). To properly manage large RPM uncertainties in nano experimentation or in the early stage of nanomanufacturing process development, we prioritize RPM uncertainties based on the rationale that PM uncertainties impact on the identification of model structures and subsequent understanding of physical mechanisms, while large variations among experimental runs generally affect the accuracy of estimating the model parameters associated with specific physical mechanisms. This prompts us to develop a Bayesian hierarchical Cross-Domain Model building and Validation (CDMV) approach. Demonstrated in the silica nanowire growth process, this modeling strategy first identifies a proper model structure through CDMV, and model should be parameterized to facilitate physical interpretation. Then we propose a two-stage procedure to identify random effects in the model parameters. The obtained model is able to attribute the variations among runs to the sample preparation step. This obtained physical insight can be used as guidance for further process investigation to reduce uncertainties. It should be noted that the proposed strategy is better suitable for handling large RPM uncertainties concurrently. Other methods can be applied if one or more sources of uncertainties are under control. He is a member of the IIE, INFORMS, and ASME.
